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Abstract. jay is a parser generator for JAVA derived from ATTs’ parser
generator yacc, which was designed for the C programming language.
Being based on yacc, jay is not well adapted for object-orientation, because this principle is not known in the C-world. To correct this flaw jay
was redesigned to cope with objects.
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The Parser Generator jay

The parser generator jay [1] is a tool which generates for a given grammar in
BNF a respective parser in JAVA. The specification of jay is very similar to that
of yacc [2]. This means that it is very easy to learn jay for a yacc user. But
there are some significant differences, which arises from the fact that JAVA is
object–oriented and the original yacc bases on C:
The generated JAVA program is parameterized by the JAVA interface yyInput:
boolean advance () throws java.io.IOException;
int token ();
Object value ();

The method advance() reads the next lexem and gives false if end-of-file is
reached. The method token() gives the corresponding token. Finally, the method
value() is used to get the corresponding object for the jay’s value–stack. This
interface must be implemented by the user, himself.
For the implementation of advance() and token() a scanner is needed. The
simplest possibility is to implement a subclass of the JAVA’s stringtokenizer.
More comfortable is for example to use JLex [3]. JLex is a generator for a lexical
analyzer. It bases on the well-known lex [2] but produces JAVA code and is
written in JAVA. The design approach of JLex is object–oriented, which means
that the produced tokens can be real objects (instances of classes, not only ints).
In contrast jay accepts, as yacc, only int values as tokens.
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The New Design

The original design of jay has the disadvantage, that attributes of Tokens, which
are recognized by the scanner (e.g. the name of the identifier in the token identifier), must be handled by the user, himself. These attributes must be treated
by the implementation of the interface yyInput. Moreover, the whole handling
of the interface yyInput is inconvenient and can be automated.
Our approach changes the type of the tokens in jay from the base type int to
a subtype of a new type yyTokenclass. This means that for each declaration
a subclass tok name of yyTokenclass is generated. The class yyTokenclass
contains a field value of the type Object and a constructor to assign values to
this field. This means that a typical statement in the JLex specification is return
tok name(attribute), where attribute contains the token’s attribute, as e.g.
the name of the scanned identifier.
An overview of the generated class structure is presented in figure 1. The JLex

Fig. 1. The generated class structure of new jay and new JLex

specification browserlexer generates the class browserlexer, which contains
the scanner method. The directive %class defines the name of the generated
class. The other classes are generated by the new jay. The new directive %jayscanner
produce a class, which represents the scanner as a subclass of the class generated
by the JLex specification. The additional new directive %jayparser produces the

parser class with the method yyparse(). Finally, for each declared token a class
is generated as a subclass of the also generated class yyTokenclass.
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The Implementation

With the new design, two goals were to be achieved:
1. The tokens should be handed over from the scanner to the parser as objects
2. The user should not longer need to implement the scanner-interface himself
To make this possible, the source code of jay and JLex had to be modified in
several ways:
skeleton jay uses a file named ”’skeleton”’ as template for the interpreter code.
It contains code fragments which determine among other things the token types,
token handling and the scanner-interface simply by copying the corresponding
parts to the generated parser code in the progress of the parser generation.
In the modified skeleton the scanner-interface does not longer contain the methods int token () and Object value (). With the use of object tokens, the
whole parsing can be handled with the method yyTokenclass advance () alone.
If end-of-file is reached, advance () returns NULL.
The superclass yyTokenclass, from which the token objects inherit their attributes, is also defined in the new skeleton.
The generated cellar automaton works internally still with integer values. The
interpreter code had therefore to be adjusted to allow the utilisation of token
objects.
jay The source code of jay had to be modified in a way that it does not longer
create integer constants as tokens, but token objects which contain the corresponding integer constant as attribute. This attribute can then be processed by
the cellar automaton as supplied before.
JLex In order that the user does not longer have to implement the scannerinterface himself, the source code of JLex had also to be adjusted. The modifications affect mainly the ability to process the new directives %jayparser and
%jayscanner. If these directives are found, the new JLex implements the scanner
interface. If not, JLex behaves as the original version.
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Summary and Outlook

With the mentioned modifications jay and JLex can be used and understood
more easy and, which is more important, fit into an object–orientated concept.
However, the concept of encapsulation was not slightly neglected. For further
development, improvements of encapsulation should be a challenge.
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